CULTASS007 - Figure Freaks

After a long and dark period in the shadows of alpine caves and scottish glens we are back
with another bombfucking yet leek technoid release. Let us introduce to you CULTASS007
going by the name FIGURE FREAKS.

This is a release we are long waiting for to show to the public cause of it's intense rolling
maulness. Yeah, MAULNESS = tearing down every single venue you will play it out. 100%
guarantee.

Featuring in this release you'll find two of the most upcoming producer duos of 2010.
Slovenian masterminds Markoman & Tsunami (Markoman is widely known as for his team up
with Smooth i.e. Telekinesis - signed by VIPER & Breed12" - and two upcoming producers
Synchronize Rec's best Exiva & Inhumane signed on labels like TEMPER D Prod., T3K,
VENOM and DARKBOX (m/) hailing from Ukraine. No wonder, we from CULTASS are very
happy to have them on board.
Artist: Markoman & Tsunami, Exiva & Inhumane
Title: Figure Freaks
Cataloge nr.: CULTASS007
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Style: Techstep
Release Date: 27th September 2010
Quality: Wave
Tracks: 2 - > 80 MB

Culture Assault Records proudly presents you “CULTMIX005 – Taking Lifes Mix” done by our
fresh new and totally weird DubStep-Artist ValkyR. He lives in "Champs sur Marne" near Paris
and was born in September 1990. He first started producing BreakBeat & DnB in late 2006 but
since the Year 2008 he found his dark, disturbing and icey DubStep-Style which is now framed
into this beautific Mix! Watch out for his first Release “CULTDUB002 - Taking Lifes”, including 6
sick DubStep Tunes which is going to be released on Culture Assault Records soon!!

01.
Markoman & Tsunami - Data Corruption
1:11

{play}http://www.culture-assault.com/mp3s/007cuts/Markoman_Tsunami-Data_Corruption-cut.mp3{/play

02.
Exiva & Inhumane - Cube
1:19

{play}http://www.culture-assault.com/mp3s/007cuts/Exiva_Inhumane_-_Cube_cut.mp3{/play}
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